
 
 

12/15/2020 
 
Dear STR Committee, City Council & Planning Commission: 
 
Discrimination 
It is with great regret that we write this letter as we feel it will once again fall on deaf ears and is an exercise in 
futility.  Our ongoing attendance at these meetings, speaking respectfully, providing data, statistics and 
evidenced based information has gotten us nowhere with this xenophobic city government and is no longer 
feels worth our time, energy or well being.  Only fear and hearsay seem to get our local governing bodies 
attention.  The punitive and discrimination against STR’s from the “Urgency Moratorium” just adopted shutting 
our business down for 90 days without being tied to a single criteria is both arbitrary and capricious.  When 
asked how 90 days was determined we were told repeatedly by the city attorney and council that it was simply 
meant to assist them with not having to hold more “Special Meetings” if choosing a shorter time frame and 
needing to extend the moratorium.  Yet, it is not lost on us that this is the 3rd “Special Meeting” aimed at STR’s 
in about 3 -4 weeks time.  How frustrating that the city has time for these meetings when the goal is to shut 
down or overregulate STR’s.  
 
Meet and Greets 
The recommendations made by the STR committee to require in person “Meet and Greets” are unjust and 
unwarranted.  There have been zero complaints this year except Kathleen Lake’s regarding the wording on 
check-in on a couple sites regarding "self check in".  In fact when tabulated 62% of all complaints tabulated 
have been filed by Kathleen Lake and mostly aimed at one house. The STR ordinance as written is clearly 
working and there is NO evidence to support this extremely labor intensive, impossible to implement mandate 
and very unfriendly, impractical way of doing business.  In person “Meet and Greets” have NEVER been 
proven to be an effective tool.  We have been able to navigate “meet and greets” in a variety of different 
manners (email, text, phone call or in person) that clearly seem to work just fine evidenced by the fact Trinidad 
Retreats has never received a significant violation or valid complaint.  We do not give a guest the address or 
key code to a house unless they have signed  the Good Neighbor Contract.  In fact, as we’ve said before the 
guests are provided with these rules at the time of booking, before arrival and again upon arrival in our 
Welcome Binder.  It is deplorable to me that the city has rejected having a joint meeting with upstanding 
managers such as ourselves to share our best practices.  Clearly the city only wants to punish not to praise or 
learn from good behavior.  Why not reserve the requirement of an “in-person meet and greet” as a tool solely 
for when a particular home is receiving repeat complaints and a solution is warranted and leave the rest of us 
upstanding STR’s alone?  
 
Financial Irresponsibility 
In our opinion the city of Trinidad has shown little interest in fiscal responsibility.  Using a higher sales tax to 
cover the shortage the city seems to be in a financial loss year to year yet they have closed STR’s down for 3 
months at the beginning of the pandemic costing the city $31,000 in lost revenue associated with TOT’s. 
Shutting STR’s down for another 3 months now will likely cost the city another $20,000 based on our estimates 
and will not reduce visitors to our market, gas station, shops or beaches as we are a freeway town and one of 
the most popular destinations in Humboldt.  We will remind you that half of our STR owners are local Humboldt 
County residents so this now 6 months business closure has a direct impact on our local economy.  These 
closures have led several of our STR owners to pivot to long term stays, not rent their home at all or have 
decided to sell.  The nature of doing business as an STR in the city of Trinidad has become wholly unpalatable 
as the city continues to discriminate and overregulate STR’s more than any other business and amend this 
ordinance more than any other.  At some point when the city has driven STR’s out of their little community, 



visitors will still flood the streets and the city may find itself asking how they will continue to function as a city 
without STR’s and this critical revenue stream.  Has anyone asked the city lately how the OWTS ordinance is 
going?  How many homes currently have their OWTS permits?  The STR’s are now in their 3rd and even 4th 
cycle of OWTS renewals while my home’s OWTS permit was held up for almost a year because Trever Parker 
was so behind.  In fact she told us in an email that she had not issued some permits for nearly 4 years she was 
so backlogged!  
 
Unfair Business  
Today the city clerk had the unfortunate job of calling to notify us that STR permit renewal packets are about to 
go out.  Asking STR’s to renew their permits for $300 is galling.  We ask the city to waive these permit renewal 
fees as a courtesy this year for shutting down our business for 6 months in a 12 month period!  If the city can’t 
find that in their hearts then at least consider delaying this payment until 30 days after STR’s have been able to 
resume business and earn revenue.  We also ask that the 60 night minimal activity requirement be waived both 
for 2020 due to the 3 month closure and again in 2021 for the second 3 month closure.  We feel this is the 
least the city can do to assist our business during this time.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
Jonna and Reid Kitchen 
Owners - Trinidad Retreats  





 
 
December 15,2020 
 
To: Members of the Trinidad City Council 
 
From: Susan G.Rotwein,Former Mayor and Planning 
Commission Chair 
 
RE: Public Comment and written Testimony regarding 
Urgency Ordinance 2020-03 
 
 
I have lived in Trinidad for almost 40 years.Trinidad is no 
longer a quaint Fishing Village.It has become a community 
of xenophobic people gripped by fear and panic. 
Even you as city leaders are unwilling to base Public 
Health decisions on science and simple common 
sense.Instead, you have stoked the flames of panic, 
hysteria and fear of the SARS 2 Covid-19 virus with a 
draconian 3 month lockdown of short term rentals(STR). 
Indeed you have taken advantage of this crisis to further 
the agenda of the ANTI STR faction in the community. 
There is no basis in science to support this draconian 
lockdown. 
I have been a Public Health Professional for more than 35 
years with a speciality in Infectious Disease.I have been 
involved with Tuberculosis control and tracking. Currently I 
am training contact tracers and assisting with design and 
implementation of public health programs to respond to 
the SARS2 Covid-19  over 2 counties in the local Native 



American community. 
The facts are simple: 
1)There have been a total of 13 SARS 2 Covid-19 in the 
95570 zip code 
   There have been a total of 1295 total cases in 
Humboldt to date 
This is despite many visitors to our area over the summer 
and STR being open 
2) NOT 1 case is linked to an STR in Trinidad throughout 
the course of this past year 
3) We expect to see a bump in the spread of the virus and 
increase in the number of cases as the weather has 
changed and more folks are moving activities inside and 
sharing air space. 
4) Almost 50% of confirmed cases are from direct contact 
with a known case or acquired by residents who traveled, 
NOT from travelers to our area. 
5)Statistics continue to demonstrate this virus is most 
dangerous to folks over 70 years old and fragile people. 
From a public health standpoint we must protect these 
folks first and it is really them and not the general public 
that need to limit their public contact. 
6)Although Humboldt county has had a recent increase in 
positivity our hospital capacity is not threatened. 
7)I recently coordinated and planned the Blessing of the 
Fleet in Trinidad it was limited and in person,there have 
been no positive cases associated with that event. 
8)We must look at lessons from around the world as our 
knowledge and information about this virus evolves and 
changes. 
 



Simply put,the facts do not support your arbitrary and 
capricious decision to discriminately close a business in 
the City of Trinidad,that supports local families and  puts 
food on peoples tables. 
Your job as leaders is to collectively address the Public 
Health Issues we face.How do we protect people,allow 
them to put food on their tables,pay bills and support our 
community to be well and thrive.At the same time how do 
we welcome others who maybe different than ourselves,or 
may not be fortunate enough to live here. 
 
At a minimum I recommend that the City Council 
reconsider its decision within 2 weeks. 
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